HOME SCHOOLING
Homeschooling: take a deep breath, you
can do this! by Terrie Lynn Bittner
This book shows how ordinary people can
homeschool their children. The book
shows how homeschooling can be done
in sections and gives you guidance on
how to do each section.
371.042 BITTNER

The core : teaching your child
the foundations of classical
education by Leigh A. Bortins
This book shows the tools and
methodology to implement a
rigorous, thorough, and broad
curriculum based on the classical
model of education. The author
believes that there are core areas
of knowledge that are essential
to master.
370.112 BORTINS

Free range learning : how homeschooling
changes everything by Laura Grace
Weldon
Book is about homeschooling and about
life. The author incorporates philosophies
about slowing down, kindness, empathy,
and cooperation.

The Brave Learner by Julie Bogart
The author invites parents to
model brave learning for their
kids. Author explores learning
with the approach of curiosity,
joy and learning to take risks.
ELECTRONIC FORMAT

371.042 WELDON

Homeschooling, The Early Years by Linda
Dobson

Homeschooling: The Primary
Years by Shirley Erwee

Shows how to tailor your homeschooling
program to fit your child’s needs.
Simplifies early learning.

The author shows parents how to
break away from the model of
education they received in school
and re-educate themselves
about Education. The book shows
different alternatives.

ELECTRONIC FORMAT

ELECTRONIC FORMAT

The Homegrown Preschooler by Kathy
Lee

Home Education by Charlotte
Mason

This book shows parents how to
transform their home into a learning
environment by finding exciting learning
opportunities in everyday things, from
using laundry to teach sorting to
exploring growth cycles in the garden.

Charlotte Mason believed that
children are born persons worthy
of respect, rather than blank
slates, and that it was better to
feed their growing minds with
living literature and vital ideas
and knowledge, rather than dry
facts and knowledge filtered and
pre-digested by the teacher.

ELECTRONIC FORMAT

ELECTRONIC FORMAT

